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Fig. 8. Measurement system for high spectral purity SAW oscillator*.

new system enables the measurement of the phase or am be taken into account for recalculating the original spcctra
plitude noise density spectrum .for offset frequencies from (before filtering) from the spectra which were measured
2 kHz to 2 M H z from the carrier. The ground noise floor after the filter.
was m easured to be - 1 8 0 dBc/Hz for an input power of
+13 dBm.
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This study showed that the partial rejection of the car
rier with a stopband filter is a way to artificially increase
the phase and amplitude noises o f a signal to levels which
can be more easily m easured. But this filtering operation
modifies the spectra and induces a cross spectrum be
tween phase and amplitude noises. It was demonstrated
that the cross spectrum effect does not affect the phase
and amplitude noise spectra for Fourier frequencies higher
than 2 kHz, i.e ., located outside the stopband of the filter.
In this case only a weighting factor due to the filter is to
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Analog-Filter Digital-Correlator Hybrid Spectrometer
SANDER WEINREB,

Abstract—A system is described for m easuring the power spectrum
and crw s spectral density of w ide-band ( a 50 MHz) noise-like signals
which w r u r . for example, in rad io agronom y. The system utilizes a
comb-filicr bank followed by d igital co rrelato r processing of each filler
output. The cost equation, design factors, an d a sample system are de
scribed. For m easurem ent o f th e spectrum at a large num ber of fre
quencies, the system cost o f th e hybrid system is shown to be much
lower than the cost o f spectrom eters which utilize eith er a liilcr-bank
or digital co rre la to r alone.

Manuscript received July 9. 1984; revised February 19. 1985.
The author is with the National Radio Astronnmv Observatory (NRAO)
Charlottesville. VA 22903. The NRAO is operated by Associated Univer
sities. Inc. under contract with the National Science Foundation.

f e l l o w , ie e e

1. I n t r o d u c t io n

T HAS been obvious for many years to designers of
digital correlators that prcfiltering by J filters per signal
reduces the digital operations required per sccond by a
factor of J. For spcctral analysis of a single signal at bandwidths < 50 MHz and number of points < 5000, this sicp
is unnecessary; logic is inexpensive and the accuracy of
analog operations is a concern. However, for cross spcc
tral analysis of several signals at very wide band widths,
the cost of an all-digital machine can become prohibitive.
This is the case fora contemplated millimeter-wave radio
astronomy array with —40 signals at GHz band widths.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of hybrid filtcr-bank digital cross correlator spcctromclcr for processing an array of N signals.

For single-signal spectral processing, where a squaring
operation rather than a multiplying operation is required,
acoustooptical spectrographs [1] are very practical even
for wide bandwidths. The system described in this report
has both the advantage of ease of use in an array and flex
ibility of frequency scaling. Bandwidths narrower than the
maximum bandwidth can be analyzed with increased res
olution by a simple reassignment of the correlator channels
in the system. A variation of the hybrid system described
here is an analog filter bank followed by a digital, fast
Fourier transform calculator and a cross multiplier; this
has been described by Chikada et al. [2].
T he purpose of this paper is not to suggest a new idea
but to develop it. A cost equation for a hybrid system will
be found; this leads to an optimum number of filters and
minimum system cost. Special requirements on filter cen
ter frequency and shape factor imposed by the hybrid sys
tem will be discussed along with methods for realizing the
filter-bank down-conversion system. Desirable system ca
pabilities such as continuity of frequency points, filter
overlap, and frequency diversity will be presented. Fi
nally, a sample design suitable for millimeter-wave radio
astronomy on a single telescope will be described.
II.

B a s ic R e l a t io n s a n d C o s t E q u a t io n

A block diagram of a hybrid filter correlator system is
shown in Fig. I. The purpose of the system is to compute
the cross-power spectra of N input signals, each having a
bandwidth BT. There will be N (N + I )/2 such cross-power
spectra including the self-power spectra of the input sig
nals. The desired frequency resolution b of the spectral
measurement will be defined so adjacent windows cross
at 2 / t ( - 2 dB) points. If b is also the spacing between
window centers, then the total number of independent
points (this dictated the 2/x choice) in each spectra is M
= BjJb.
Each signal is first passed through a filter bank with J
filters with t-dB bandwidth of j5, and also spacing be
tween center frequencies of fl|, so that Bx = BjJJ. The
filter 30-dB bandwidth will be designated B\0 = (3B{,
where is a filter shape factor. The selection of crossover

at the 1-dB bandwidth is somewhat arbitrary, but it is ap
proximately the bandwidth where the spectra can be de
term ined without additional loss in statistical uncertainty
due to coarse quantization (see Weinreb [3], p. 70). The
30-dB bandwidth determines the required sampling rate;
f s a* 2B30 for < 0.1 percent aliasing of an out-of-band sig
nal. The number of autocorrelator lags m required to
achieve a given resolution b is given by m - fJ 2 b =
$ M IJ. For cross correlators, 2 m lags are required for
either positive and negative lags, or sin and cos compo
nents. For a specified «i, a higher shape factor requires
either more filters or more lags.
A key parameter for evaluating the cost or complexity
of a correlator is the total number of multiplications per
second, R. Each sample in each of N signals must be mul
tiplied by m previous samples of the same signal, and 2
m samples of the N - 1 other signals. There are N autocorrelators and N (N - I)/2 cross correlators giving a sum
o f m * N 2 products per sample. Multiplying by J filters
and the f s sampling rate gives
R = N 7 • m • J ■/ .

(I)

Substituting m = &MIJ a n d /, = 2/3 BjJJ
R = 2 • N 2 • 0 2 * B t • MU.

(2)

Thus R is proportional to the bandwidth analyzed, B f. the
number of frequency channels, M\ and is inversely pro
portional to the number of filters, J.
It is important to note that the required multiplication
rate can be achieved by any product of multiplier elements
and multiplication rate per element / „ which need not be
equal t o / . If f„ = K / where K is an integer, then a
multiplier can be time-shared to act upon K data streams
stored in memories. (This technique is sometimes called
“ recirculation.” ) On the other hand, if f s = K /„ , then A'
multipliers can be time-multiplexed to act upon one data
stream. The least costly correlator is one which utilizes
multiplier elements having the lowest ratio of cost to speed
taking into account the cost of buffers or multiplexers.
Designating this correlator cost ratio as E in kS per 10^
multip!ic.uions/sea>nds aiul the filler cost factor as F in kS

o u
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TABLE 1
S rt o k o m u j r C o s ts (I984S)
(A' « I. B, = 2 GHz. M * 2000)
CASE

P

E
Corr.
Cost
ItS/GHz

F
F ilte r
Coat
k*

O.S

o .c

J
F llte ra

c
Total
Coat
k$

F i lt e r
Width
MHz

Saapllng
Rate
MHz

■
Corr.
Per
F ilte r

Co—ent

1

11,000

2.000

1,000

4,000

do f l l t a r teak

-

-

Ro o orrelatar

A

2

B

2

o .s

o .c

2.000

1.C00

1

C

2

o .s

o .c

U)

197

12.2

41.1

2 4 .S

Min. o u t . 1 * 2

t>

l.J J

O.S

o .c

109

111

1 1 .S

41.9

2 4 .S

Min. ooaK. t - >.»»

TABLE 11
A r r a y S p e c tr o m e te r C o s t (1984$)
( A l l M inimum C o s t, /9 - 1J3 )
case

m

C o rr.
Coat
k$/GHz

p
F ilte r
Coat
kt

J
F llte ra
Par
Ant.

C
T otal
Coat
MS

®T
Total
BV
0Hz

M
T otal
Freq.
P olnta

F ilte r
Width
MHz

e

A nts.

Co— nt

A

40

O.S

O.C

344

1C.S

1

1,000

2.9

R - ll.C * 10** ■ u lta/aec
R • 3 .7 a JO1* a u lta /a e c
if J • I

B

40

0 .2

O.C

217

10.S

1

1.000

4.C

1990 projection o f
lower d ig ita l eoat

C

SO

0 .2

O.C

122

7.4

soo

4.1

More anteanaa, le a a BW

O.S

per unit including samplers and delay lines, the total sys
tem cost C, excluding development cost, is given by
C = 2 • E • N 2 • 0 2 • Bt • M U + F • N • J.

(3)

•« w

(4)

C0 = 2 ■ F • N • J 0 = 2 0 N yJ2NBTMEF.

(5)

Some typical values for costs o f a single spectrometer
and a 40- or 27-element array are shown in Tables I and
II. A correlator cost factor E = 0.5k$/109 muliiplicalions/s is used for most o f the com putations. The Very
Large Array (VLA) correlator [4] built in 1977 has 11 000
multipliers at 10 multiplications/s and has a total corre
lator cost of ~ $800k; thus E = 800/(11 000 x 108) =
0.73k$/109 m ultiplications/s for this case. A filter cost fac
tor F o f 0.3k$ p er filter has been used. The filter cost in
cludes a phase-locked local oscillator for conversion to
baseband and a sampler. Both E and F may be substan
tially reduced by clever design, use o f gate arrays for cor
relation, and use of new JC ’s for LO synthesis.
III. F il t e r a n d F r e q u e n c y C o n v e r s i o n
A. Quadrature-Phasc Sideband Selection

M eth od s

A common method for down conversion and filtering is
shown in Fig. 2. The filters in this system are usually lowpass filters and the accepted input spectrum is then as
shown at the top o f Fig. 3. A gap where the two sidebands
are not separated then exists in the convened spectrum
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The number o f filters 70, which m inim izes the cost and the
minimum cost C0, is then
•Jo = £ yllN B T • M • E /F

ru n *
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Fig. 2. Quadrature phase image-rejecting mixer system.
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Fig. 3. Input spectra convened as upper sideband (V ) or lower sideband
(L) by system of Fig. 2. Note: The sideband rejection gap near the LO
frequency can be made small with many-pole, phase shift networks, or
left large but analyzed by an alternate frequency converter as illustrated
in the lower half of the figure.

near the local oscillator frequency due to the inability of
the phase shift networks to maintain 90° phase shift close
to zero frequency. The gap can be made smaller with more
complex phase shift networks; a 10-pole network could
give 30-dB sideband rejection over a 104 frequency range
(i.e., 5 kHz to 50 MHz). Another remedy is to analyze
the spectra in the gap region with alternate converters off
set by f s/A in frequency; this forms a system with the filter
shape factor jS defined in Section II equal to 2.
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rials. The phase stability in a cross correlation system
would be poor.
IV.

D e s ir a b l e D e s ig n F a c to r s

A. Continuity o f Frequency Point Spacing
Fig. 4. Interlaced bandpass fillers. Note: L, and Ux are lower- and uppersideband .spcctra ucceptcd by one quadrature-pha.se mixer with LO fre
quency./,. Other mixers with LO frequencies spaced above / ( in steps of
B t fill in the gaps between lower and upper sidebands. By proper selection
of the center frequency of each filter, the output may be sampled with
/ , » 2 x Bw and aliasing error < 0.1 percent

The gap problem can be avoided with lower values of 0
by utilizing interlaced bandpass filters and bandpass sam
pling as shown in Fig. 4. To avoid aliasing the filter, 30
dB points must be selected to occur at k f j 2 and (k + 1)
f J 2 where k is an integer. If p filter channels are selected
to fall between upper and lower sidebands, the value of 0
is given by

It is obviously desirable to have the frequency spacing
b of measured points on the power spectrum continuous
in going from one filter to the next. This requires that
b = BJm ' where m ' is an integer. It is also desirable that
the filler window function have nulls at dc and the sam
pling frequency f s to prevent sampler imperfections from
causing ripples in the spectrum; this forces b = B yjm ' or
0 = m/m'. In addition, for the quadrature image rejection
method, 0 must satisfy (6)
*= p l(2 k + 1), p and k in
teger, to avoid aliasing in the sampled bandpass function.
Fortunately, all of these constraints can be satisfied; for
example, m - 16, m ' = 12, p = 4, k - 1.
B. Filter Overlap

The bandpass of adjacent filters in the system will over
lap to some degree. For example, filters with response
crossing at 1-dB points will have an overlap region of per
haps 0.05 £ | between 3-dB points where the spectrum is
Some possible values are given in the table below where measured through two different paths. The two spectra,
values of B 30 and filter center frequency f 0 for a B x = 12 after correction for bandpass shape, should agree at these
are also given as follows:
points; to first order even the noise fluctuations on the
measured points should be the same. For coarse quanti
k
p
0
flui
zation the noise will not be exactly identical because some
of the noise, particularly at band edge, is due to noise from
0
2
2
24
12
1
4
1.33
16
24
other frequencies within the filter passband and this will
1
5
1.67
20
30
be uncorrelated between the two filters.
2
6
1.20
14.4
36
Thus a comparison of spectral points in the overlap re
2
7
1.40
16.8
42
gion is a sensitive indicator of filter instability or a gross
The 0 = 1.33 solution appears to be a reasonable compro failure in a portion of the system. The overlap region can
mise. An 8-pole no-zero filter could achieve the required be chosen to be close to 100 pecent by making the factor
shape factor and a 2-pole, phase shift network could give 0 *= 2. However, this is costly and a compromise value
30-dB unwanted sideband rejection.
of /3 — 1.33 with overlap checks between 3 dB points ap
pears to be prudent.
B. VHF Bandpass Filter-Mixer
The simplest approach to the filter subsystem is a band C. Channel D iversity
pass filter followed by a mixer with local oscillator fre
quency on one 30-dB point of the filter response. Center
frequencies of 100-200 MHz are appropriate for bandwidths of — 10 MHz. (Lower center frequencies make im
age rejection difficult in the preceding frequency conver
sion.) Mass-produced surface acoustic-wave (SAW) filter
banks are available from one manufacturer (Sawtek) at a
unit filter cost of ~ $ 5 0 for filters of 12.5 MHz, 3-dB
bandwidth and 15 M H z, and 20-dB bandwidth. However,
this method appears less desirable than the image-rejecting mixers discussed previously for the following reasons:
1) the filters are at different center frequencies and
hence require many different designs;
2) the nonrecurring cost is high;
3) the stability o f high 0-bandpass filters is poor. In
addition, SAW filters have large time delay (1-5 /is) which
is temperature dependent for low-loss ( ~ 25 dB) mate

In some applications it would be advantageous to have
the capability of rapidly reassigning the frequency of fil
ters in the system. This could be accomplished by using
an image-rejecting m ixer system with programmable syn
thesizer local oscillators. The power at one frequency
would first be m easured through one filter and subsequent
correlator for 250 ms (for example) and through another
in the next 250 ms. A fter 1000 ms the four measurements
would be compared and any measurement differing by a
specified threshold would be discarded from the average.
The rms deviation o f the quartet would be available to the
observer and time variations due to equipment malfunc
tion, antenna pointing, or the signal source could be de
tected. A failure of one filter would then not cause a por
tion of the spectrum to be missed.
This diversity would complicate the processing of data
and is probably not worthwhile for interferometer or array
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Fig. 5. Overall block diagram of the prototype system. Note: Eight I.F.
processors shown in Fig. 6 allow input of op to 8 l.F. signals, each with
300-MHz bandwidth in the 1-5 GHz range. Each l.F. processor pro
duces a 356-656 MHz output which drives 10 dual-sideband filter sys
tems shown in Fig. 7. Each filter produces 3-level samples at a 100-MHz
rate. The samples arc then processed by a correlator operating at a 100MHz clock rate. The correlator would be organized as 64 32-lag mod
ules. The output accumulator-bufTer memory has 32 bins for each of 2048
effective channels to allow for frequency diversity during an integration
cycle.

use. However, it may be useful for single signal observa
tions and ‘would have little impact upon the cost. It would
require programmability on a m oderate speed basis of the
second and probably third local oscillators in the system;
these oscillators would be synthesized in any case to as
sure frequency stability.
V. A

S a m p l e S ystem

A hybrid spectrom eter suitable for use on the NRAO
12-m radio telescope on Kitt Peak, Arizona, will be de
scribed. As a starting point, we will assume approxi
mately 2000 points at 2-GHz total bandwidth are desired
with the option of dividing this total band among 2 (po
larizations), 4, or 8 signals (multiple beams). In order to
satisfy integer relations and for ease of synthesis of local
oscillators, looking ahead, we have found that M — 1536
points and B r = 2.40 GHz are convenient. The system
allows # 7-to be reduced, keeping the total number of chan
nels constant, with the constraint that B T is an integer
times 37.5 M H z as shown in Table III.
T he system of internal param eters will be selected to
be close to the minimum cost relations of Table 1 as fol
lows:
Number of Filters J
Filter Spacing and 1-dB Bandwidth

=
Bx ~

64
37.5 MHz

Filter 30-dB Bandwidth B ^

=

Sampling Rate f s

= 100 MHz

50 MHz

table

ill

P ro to ty p e S y stem FRF.yuF.NCY R e s o lu tio n a n d T o ta l B a n d w id th

Resolution
b

1
Sign al

2
Sie n a ls

1
51f.n»]s

4
Si(n a l«

&

&

%

1.910

*60

410

240

500

no

410

240

i:n

250

410

240

120

40

125

240

120

<0

24

<2

120

to

24

12

m

Sis

1,000

31

<0

24

12

Nl

12

24

12

Nt

M

table

IV

S pectrometer C ost
a - j . F . Pr oc esso rs , 53.5k each
so - Du»J IP J .F . F i l t e r s , i 0 . t r each

S 21k
4»V;
5k

E u ffc r Kvoories
C o r r e c t o r cards. sockets

10k

C abinets , bin s, power s uppli e s

10k

C ontroller

10k

Cables, Miscellaneous
Total

--- i*
J im

now on hand at NRAO. A cost estimate, excluding these
IC’s, is given in Table IV.
If VLA custom chips were not available for use in this
machine, semi-custom gate-array IC*s arc an attractive al
Overlap Factor 0
= *
ternative. A single Motorola MCA 1200 ECL Macrocell,
Correlator Channels per Filter m
= 32.
priced at $45 at a quantity of 1000, could contain the high
speed processing for 12 lags (i.e., dual-shift register. 3A description of the system is given in Figs. 5-7. The level multipliers, and 4-bit counter) at a clock rate which
correlator requires 2048 channels operating at a 100-MHz may be as high as 160 MHz; the development charge is
clock rate. This can be accom plished with 1024 VLA-1 ~S23k. Other lower cost CMOS gate arrays could be used
chips and 2048 VLA-2 custom HCL IC ’s [5] which are for low-spced accumulation.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of I o f 8 I.F. processors. Note: The unit allows an
I.F. input with 300-MHz bandwidth anywhere in the 1-5 GHz range to
be translated to the spectrom eter input. The input is first up-converted
to a 7-GHz center frequency by heterodyning with a synthesized 8-12
GHz local oscillator programmable in l-MHz steps. At 7 GHz the signal
is filtered and down-converted to a 506-MHz center frequency appropri
ate for input to the filter system.

too Wt

MHz steps are down-converted to separate baseband signals by a quadrature-phase image-rejecting mixer method. The signals are then passed
through fillers with 75-MHz center frequency. 37.5-MHz 1-dB band
width. and 50-MHz 30-dB bandwidth. The amplifiers in the system are
primarily for isolation purposes and are inexpensive 1C units.
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